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Lack of proven high-throughput phenotyping methods:
The primary obstacle to rapid genetic analyses of plants

§Despite advances in genome 
sequencing, bioinformatics, 
genetic analysis of plants 
limited by ability to phenotype. 

§Efficient, precise scoring of 
phenotypes for large numbers 
of plants, limits experimental 
design of mutant screens and 
GWAS1. 

[1] Fahlgren, et al. Curr. Opin. Plant Biol. 2015;24:93-99



Training machine vision system for precise, 
high-throughput phenotyping

GUI for annotation to 
train deep learning 
models: Poster PO0069



Hyperspectral imaging: 
Capturing detail invisible to the naked eye

Image from Wikimedia commons Image from Middleton Spectral Vision

Conventional (RGB) Hyperspectral



macroPhor ARRAY for high-throughput RGB 
and hyperspectral imaging

Middleton Spectral Vision, Middleton, WI



RGB and hyperspectral images are 
collected for each plate on tray



Signals for fluorescent compounds are 
quantified by linear regression, compared
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Efficient in vitro regeneration of transformed cells:
A barrier to transformation of many genotypes

§ Many genotypes, entire species recalcitrant to in 
vitro regeneration
§ Genotype-indendent methods described as 

“holy grail” (Hofmann Plant Cell 2016)
§ “Although considered part of the transformation 

process, the regeneration step is often a greater 
bottleneck than is the stable integration of DNA 
sequences

Co-cultivation with 
Agrobacterium

Callus induction

Shoot formation



Poplar an ideal model species 
to study regeneration

§ Desirable traits:
§ Wide range in regeneration 

responses across genotypes
§ Rapid linkage disequilibrium 

decay
§ Useful resources:

§ Availability of high-coverage 
genome data for 917 genotypes 
from Department of Energy’s 
Joint Genome Institute

§ Well-established protocols for 
transformation and regeneration

bioenergycenter.org/poplargwas



De novo organogenesis in Populus trichocarpa:
In vivo and in vitro methods

Stem regenerationIn vitro regeneration
§ Stem is cut, leading to 

callus as wounding 
response, then shoot

§ Cytokinin applied to tip of 
cut stem encourages 
transitions to callus and 
shoot

§ Standard for 
transformation and 
regeneration

§ Phytohormones in 
media



Regeneration GWAS progress and status

§Stem regeneration: 
§ 590/902 genotypes have been phenotyped, included 

in test GWAS to refine methods
§ Preliminary results for callus, shoot and color of each
§ Machine vision training continues, accuracy still 

improving
§ In vitro GWAS:

§ Pilot study ongoing, main phase of phenotyping to be 
completed in 2020

§ Starting use of hyperspectral imaging



Comparing options to segment images
by tissue and color

Callus Shoot

Red callus Red shoot Leaf

Brown shootBrown callus Brown leaf

§ Separate classes for tissues of 
each color: reduced accuracy in 
predicting tissue type

§ Now using second neural 
network to classify callus, shoot 
color based on user examples



Phenotype data from machine vision outputs is 
processed and fed into GWAS pipeline

Tissue class Percent of 
total area

stem 45%
callus 43%
shoot 12%

Machine vision predictions

Calculations of area statistics

Check assumptions
• trait is heritable
• trait is normally distributed

Transform/extract data
• Transform
• Make synthetic variables



Genome-wide association studies to identify 
genes behind phenotypes

§ Standard linear mixed model 
tools (i.e. Genome-wide 
Efficient Mixed Model 
Association) test one SNP at a 
time

§ SNP-seq sequence Kernal
Association Test (SKAT) 
combines SNPs within 
windows, tests for combined 
effect

2011

2013

2018
2016



SKAT reveals several SNP windows putatively 
associated with shoot regeneration

Genetic markers associated with shoot area: 
Genome-wide view

FDR
Bonferonni



Potri.010G130000: 
ABNORMAL SHOOT 5

∞*

View zoomed to chromosome 10 subsection, aligned to gene track

Beforeresampling

After resampling

FDR

Bonf.

FDR



Arabidopsis ABNORMAL SHOOT 5 
role in shoot development

§Gene identified in activation-tagging 
screen, phenotype replicated by 
overexpression

§ Transcription factor (basic helix-loop-
helix)

§Effects of overexpression on 
vegetative and floral shoots:
§ Short length of epidermal cells on adaxial

side of leaf, leading to upward curling of 
leaves

§ ~50% increase in secondary 
inflorescences



Summary and prospects for 
next-generation phenomics in GWAS

§Machine vision and hyperspectral analysis offer unprecedented 
opportunity to capture high-quality phenotype data on large 
scale

§ To incorporate unsupervised learning and semantic 
segmentation into machine vision

§Appearance of known shoot regulator as 2nd top hit in test 
phase of shoot regeneration GWAS suggests methods are 
effective

§ Future GWAS using our system: Transformation ability, 
Response to several in vitro treatments, effects of 
developmental gene overexpression
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